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Internal Zooniverse project – object matching



Extracting the effects of participation biases on OSM data

Dr Zoe Gardner
e: zoe.gardner@nottingham.ac.uk
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Results: gender
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Communications Community Education Entertainment Food
Health Leisure Other Public Travel

• The participation leads to men being the gatekeepers of geospatial information. This results in gendered representations 
of user-generated geospatial content (Stephens, 2013). 

• However, no statistical significance in differences between men and women in tagging [gendered] amenities

• Vast differences in focus on ‘Public’ – public interest PoIs and amenities



Summary: Results

1. Contrary to earlier theoretical claims, these results appear to show no 
differences in amenity tagging preferences between men and women 

2. However: contributors of different ages and educational backgrounds do 
appear to have different interests in terms of the tagging categories they 
contribute to so age and educational backgrounds matter

3. As the UK dataset is representative of the global picture this is likely to be 
replicated at the global level



Place & Social Media Data
Iona Fitzpatrick

Supervisors: Gary Priestnall (Geography) & Svenja Adolphs (English)

University of Nottingham

This PhD looked at the way locations are incorporated into everyday narratives, and the 
role they play in community as well as individual identity online. Drawing from 

Applied Linguistics and Human Geography, this project evaluated textual data gathered 
from social media and explored how subjective experiences of location could enrich 

descriptions of place in mapping.

(2019)



RT & Follow to enter our #competition to #win 3 t-
shirts from @user! #Winners #TuesdayMotivation
https:…

RT @user: Get active on Saturday in #Nottingham |Free 
#IAmTeamGB events @user @user @user @user https:…

Bring on tonight let's have 
it you redssssssss #nffc

Mackems having a full on melt down over @user 
having some brains is hilarious #nufc…

Don't forget 
#tolookgoodnakedeatnaked #newcastle
#clean #health #fitfoods #paleo 
#coldpressed… https:…

RT @user: Honestly I don't need 
a piece of paper to tell me that 
I'm a disappointment I already 
know #resultsday
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E X AM PLES  OF  CUR R E NT USE
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OS Data Hub

Ordnance Survey | Official  |  2024

Supporting the public and 

private sectors critical

infrastructure and services by 

making it easier for anyone to 

find, access and use 

authoritative geospatial data
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1/ OS Data Hub – Error reporting

Our errors and 
omissions service 
provides public 
sector customers 
with self-serve  
reporting errors and 
omissions 
capability.

This is integrated 
directly with OS 
production teams 
and 3rd party data 
suppliers via tooling 
and API.
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High Level Use Cases:

• Provides a national, consistent and maintained view of the 
locations.

• Enables quick and accurate gazetteer searches and 
visualisation in applications.

• Supports incident response, planning and coordinating 
emergency responses, situational awareness and incident 
reporting.

OS Emergency Services Gazetteer
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Definition: The OS Emergency Services Gazetteer product is a 
comprehensive and maintained gazetteer of locations including names, 
places, and objects.

+ Aligned to the AddressBase Premium Format.

+ Every feature in OS ESG will have a Unique Property Reference Number 
(UPRN).

+ Coverage is England, Scotland and Wales.

+ A set of granular classifications types. 

+ Comprises of the Basic Land Property Unit (BLPU), Land Property 
Identifier (LPI) and Classification components ONLY.

+ Published monthly in GeoPackage and CSV formats.

OS Emergency Services Gazetteer
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Vernacular Names

Vernacular names are colloquial, 
alternative or local names given to 
places or objects.

3 0  S T  M A RY  A X E ,
LO N D O N ,  
C I T Y  O F  LO N D O N ,  
E C 3 A  8 B F

“ T h e  G h e r k i n ”
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▪ As a command and control centre call handler, you’ve 
received a call for an ambulance to be sent to the 
Cone in Glasgow.

▪ W H E R E  D O  Y O U  D E P L O Y  T O ?

Scenario

Gallery of Modern Art Glasgow Central Station

Kelvingrove Museum No idea, need more information
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2/ Vernacular Names Capture Tool

A data capture tool for emergency services to add 
local, alternate and colloquial names of real-world 
features into a central database. 

It is an expert sourcing tool that allows OS to capture 
data where there is no authoritative source.

Once the data has been reviewed it will be curated into 
products and services that will be made available to 
PSGA members and our partners.
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Vernacular Names
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Replaces FINTAN

▪ Web map service application for 
capturing coastguard knowledge of 
local names

▪ Database contained around 6100 
names with associated point, line or 
polygon features

▪ Originally developed as a research 
project but operational for many 
years
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3/ Named junctions and roundabouts

• To support emergency services and reduce their response 
times to incidents, OS developed an emergency services 
gazetteer which included official junction and roundabout 
names

• Lack of well-maintained, authoritative third-party data 
made data collection challenging

• Also, most junctions and roundabouts do not have an 
official name, so reviewing every one in the country was 
not viable
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Capture tool

• Internalweb map application developed to 
enable OS staff to view and add junction and 
roundabout names

• Application used ArcGIS Online web map and 
ESRI Survey 123 web form 

• Users can draw a polygon around the junction 
on a map backdrop and add the junction 
name or number

• Optional fields – alternative language names, 
vernacular names and geotagged photos
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Exploring Place from the Perspective of
Informal Social Media Text

Cillian Berragan

University of Liverpool
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Vernacular geography on social media
Resurgence in the study of place built from the availability of geotagged social media posts

• Usually used to designate vague ‘cognitive regions’

• Text associated with social media often ignored

Place names embedded in informal text present a large volume of place-based geographic information

• Much richer source of directly related semantic information

• Directly captures vernacular geography

• Extractable through geoparsing methodologies

Berragan, C., Singleton, A., Calafiore, A. & Morley, J. (2022) 'Transformer based named entity recognition for place 
name extraction from unstructured text', International Journal of Geographical Information Science, 37(4), pp.747-
766. doi:10.1080/13658816.2022.2133125

Berragan, C., Singleton, A., Calafiore, A. & Morley, J. (2024) 'Mapping Cognitive Place Associations within the United 
Kingdom through Online Discussion on Reddit', Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers. 
doi:10.1111/tran.12669

Berragan, C., Singleton, A., Calafiore, A. & Morley, J. 'Mapping Great Britain's Semantic Footprints through a Large 
Language Model Analysis of Reddit Comments', Computers, Environment and Urban Systems. 
doi:10.1016/j.compenvurbsys.2024.102121
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Mental maps; cognitive visualisation of a geographic 
environment
• Built from experiential geographic knowledge
• Place-based meaning features within maps are warped 

compared with reality

Geoparsed 8 million comments from UK Reddit forums
• Generated association strength through co-occurring 

place names

Overall distance decay of association strength positive
• Highly variable; lower in major cities like London or 

Manchester

Associations between locations built 
from mental maps (Paper 2)

Exploring Place from the Perspective of Informal Social Media Text
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Directly map variations in vernacular geography
• Generate semantic embeddings of comments 

relating to regions using an LLM
• Aggregate into small scale LSOA units;

• Cluster analysis
• Spatial autocorrelation

Embeddings broadly conform with national 
boundaries
• Wales, Scotland, London stand out
• Suggests strong place-based identities in 

these regions that is distinct from the rest of 
GB

Mapping semantic regional 
variation (Paper 3)

Exploring Place from the Perspective of Informal Social Media Text
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CONCLUSIONS

• OS is using methods of direct crowd-sourcing for 
operational use

• Internal and external ‘crowds’

• External crowds do not yet include the general 
public

• We are still exploring indirect crowd sourcing

• Twitter/X has really lost its interest!


